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Friday 3rd July 2020 

 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

RE: Y6 Celebration Follow Up 

 

First and foremost I hope all is well and it was lovely seeing our Y6 finish their time together with 

Sports Day yesterday. As you are aware we will be flipping to the two day model from next week.  

 

I hope that yesterday’s letter met you well with regards to the plan for the forthcoming Y6 

Celebration Event. Indeed, I’m as desperate as you are to mark Y6s time with us in a way that is 

appropriate, but also at the same time in line with guidance. Many thanks to those of you who have 

contacted school with feedback as well as a few questions and queries. Please find below clarification 

of one or two points. 

 

Is the event all day? 

Unfortunately not . Although it was communicated in newsletters that we were planning a 

celebration day, when it came to it and after looking at logistics and, more importantly, the latest 

guidance on groupings, bubbles and providing an opportunity for parents/carers to come into school; 

it was decided that it was not possible to have the whole year group as well as parents/carers in 

school at the same time. Therefore, we’re holding four celebrations (45 minutes each) at the allotted 

times so as to allow parents/carers to come in. This is when you and your child will need to be in 

school.  

 

Can siblings attend? 

As you know we have limited attendance to two places per child. Our vision is to have two chairs 

side by side with your child sat socially distantly in their pod. However a number of parents/carers 

have contacted school with regards to siblings. I’m more than happy for siblings who cannot be left at 

home to pop along and if they could sit on laps or at your feet on the floor that would be grand. 

Buggies and pushchairs are more than welcome as there will be space too. We are crossing everything 

so that we can use the field so let’s hope the British Summer doesn’t let us down! The Stadium is on 

standby. 

 

Once again, I’m really sorry that we can’t replicate what we have done in the past. It is upsetting for 

us all at OPJS. However I’m hopeful that what we’ve got planned goes some way in balancing 

recognising our Y6 and following the guidance that I have been given. 

 

Kind regards, 

Mr Dave Goucher 

Headteacher.  
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